Notes for Cheshire Girls Football League Users at Moss Farm
CGFL rely on the goodwill and co-operation of the staff at Moss Farm to make
our games run smoothly on a Saturday morning and to make girls’ football an
enjoyable experience in our League. However, a number of issues have
frequently been raised with us from a variety of sources and through
observing our behaviour on a Saturdays. We must also take into
consideration that we are just one of many groups of users of the facilities
who all have different demands on these facilities. We therefore respectfully
request that you comply with the following guidelines to ensure the health and
safety of everyone who attends the site on a Saturday morning.
1) Vehicles must travel at no more than 5 mph whilst on the site. This is
indicated on a sign at the entrance.
2) Cars must be parked in the designated parking areas and as instructed
by the staff. Drivers who ignore these instructions will be asked to
leave the site and to park elsewhere. If drivers are abusive to Moss
Farm Staff/League Committee Members, verbally or physically, Moss
Farm Management reserve the right to suspend all matches
immediately until that person has left the site. The League Committee
may then also consider the sanction of withdrawing that person’s
daughter’s registration with the League preventing their child from
playing football in our League. Please do not let the situation get out of
hand and result in this penalty.
3) Users must demonstrate caution when crossing the driveway,
recognising that vehicles have the right of way and to avoid
unnecessary traffic jams.
4) Users are not permitted to exit their vehicles until the vehicle has
parked in the correct and designated space. If vehicles are not staying
on site, they must proceed around the roundabout and discharge their
passengers on the Swimming Baths’ side of the driveway.
5) Teams must avoid congregating in the disabled parking bays. These
bays must be accessible to all users of the site at all times.
6) Users are not permitted to kick footballs around the Swimming Baths’
entrance or in the disabled parking areas. This should only occur on
the playing fields. Please ensure that the players are fully aware of this
instruction.
7) When transporting the small sided goals from the Barn to the playing
areas and back after the games, users must have a minimum of two
people transporting the equipment, particularly the crossbar. Please
ensure that whilst transporting the equipment, you keep a safe distance
from other users.
8) Users are also reminded that NO DOGS (except dogs working with
disabled users) are allowed on the site. (This is also indicated on a sign
at the entrance).
CGFL has enjoyed more than 20 years of football at Moss Farm without
any major health and safety incidents. We would like to continue this
record but this is only possible if we follow the above instructions and
respect the other users. Your co-operation will be greatly appreciated.

